Looking for information about world history? Need to research current developments in global politics? These and many other questions can be answered with the aid of the resources listed below. If you have additional questions, ask the librarians. They are ready to assist you in finding the information you need.

**Reference Books**

- African-American Atlas: Black History and Culture  
  **R 973.0496 As135a**
- Ancient Europe 8000 BC-AD 1000:  
  Encyclopedia of the Barbarian World  
  **R 936 An221**
- Atlas of the British Empire  
  **R 909.09712 At655**
- Atlas of the Roman World  
  **R 937.02 C815a**
- Britain in the Hanoverian Age 1714-1837:  
  An Encyclopedia  
  **R 941.07 B77712**
- Cambridge Encyclopedia of Latin America and the Caribbean  
  **R 980.003 C144**
- Chronicle of the Roman Emperors  
  937.060922 Sca77c
- Chronology of European History, 15,000 BC-1997  
  **R 940.0202 C468**
- Chronology of World History  
  **R 902.02 M487c**
- Civilizations of the Ancient Near East  
  **R 939.4 C499**
- Daily Life During the Spanish Inquisition  
  **R 946.03 An2375d**
- Daily Life in Ancient Mesopotamia  
  **R 935 N343d**
- Daily Life in Early Modern Japan  
  **R 952.025 P4156d**
- Daily Life in Medieval Europe  
  **R 940.1 Sib48d**
- Daily Life in the Age of Charlemagne  
  **R 944.01 B98d**
- Daily Life in the Age of Sail  
  **R 910.45 V887d**
- Daily Life of the Ancient Greeks  
  **R 938 G1838d**
- Daily Life of the Ancient Romans  
  **R 937 M438d**
- Daily Life in Traditional China  
  **R 951.017 B4387d**
- Dictionary of the Middle East  
  **R 956.003 H615d**
- Dictionary of Twentieth-Century European History  
  **R 940.003 T662d 1999**
- Encyclopedia of African History  
  **R 960.03 E56**
- Encyclopedia of African History & Culture  
  **R 960.03 P146e**
- Encyclopedia of African Nations and Civilizations  
  **R 960.03 L984**
- Encyclopedia of Asian History  
  **R 950 En195**
- Encyclopedia of Eastern Europe  
  **R 947.0003 En195 2000**
- Encyclopedia of Greece and the Hellenic Tradition  
  **R 938.003 En195**
- Encyclopedia of Jewish Life Before and During the Holocaust  
  **R 940.04924 En195 2001**
- Encyclopedia of Latin American History and Culture  
  **R 980.003 En195**
- Encyclopedia of Mesoamerican Cultures  
  **R 972.01 Ox255**
- Encyclopedia of Mexico: History, Society, and Culture  
  **R 972.003 En195 1997**
- Encyclopedia of Modern Asia  
  **R 950.03 L578e 2002**
- Encyclopedia of Political Revolutions  
  **R 903 En195**
- Encyclopedia of Russian History  
  **R 947.003 En197**
- Encyclopedia of the Stateless Nations  
  **R 909.82903 M66e 2002**
- Encyclopedia of the Enlightenment  
  **R 940.2503 En197**
- Encyclopedia of the Persian Gulf War  
  **R 956.70442 G914e**
- Encyclopedia of the Renaissance  
  **R 940.2103 En195**
- Encyclopedia of Terrorism  
  **R 303.625 K97**
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GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS
SI Smithsonian Institute

Articles
- America’s Newspapers (NewsBank)
- JSTOR
- History Resource Center: World
- Newspaper Source (EbscoHost)
- Oxford Reference Online Premium
- Wilson Biographies Illustrated
- WorldCat (FirstSearch)

For a complete list of periodicals owned by the library, look at the Periodical List (http://www.swosu.edu/library/)

Internet Resources
- EARLY EUROPEAN HISTORY http://www.revision-notes.co.uk/University/History/Early_European/
- EURODOCS: PRIMARY HISTORICAL DOCUMENTS FROM WESTERN EUROPE http://eurodocs.lib.byu.edu/
- EUROPEAN INTEGRATION HISTORY INDEX http://vlib.iue.it/hist-eur-integration/index.html
- EXPLORING ANCIENT WORLD CULTURES http://eawc.evansville.edu
- HISTORICAL TEXT ARCHIVE http://historicaltextarchive.com
- HISTORY PLACE-WORLD WAR II IN EUROPE TIMELINE (WITH PHOTOS AND TEXT) http://www.historyplace.com/worldwar2/timeline/ww2time.htm
- INSECTS, DISEASE & HISTORY http://scarab.msu.montana.edu/historybug/
- LATIN AMERICAN NETWORK INFORMATION CENTER http://lanic.utexas.edu/la/region/history/
- NATIONAL MUSEUM OF JAPANESE HISTORY http://www.rekihaku.ac.jp/index_ne.html
- WEBCHRON: HISTORICAL & CROSS-CULTURAL CHRONOLOGIES http://www.thenagain.info/WebChron/
- WORLD HISTORY COMPASS http://www.worldhistorycompass.com
- WORLD WAR II MILITARY SITUATION MAPS http://rs6.loc.gov/ammem/collections/maps/wwii/